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Annual Advocacy Effort
Tremendous effort for many years from HEP community to
advocate a support for our scienc

-

Different users organization

-

This effort is possible thanks to University Research Association
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Objectives of the Activity
Aim of the trip is visit with

Our message

-

Congressional of ce

-

Congressional appropriations and
authorization staf

Share our excitement about our
researc

-

-

The Administration (Of ce of
Management and Budget, Of ce of
Science and Technology Policy

Thank everyone for their
continued suppor

-

Help convey the value added to the
society by HE

-

Funding agencies (DOE and NSF)

-

Deliver our Ask
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Who Are We?

All 73 participants:

Organizer

-

Keti Kaadze, Nadja Strobber (UEC
Harvey Newman, Kevin Black (USLUA
Mandeep Gill (SLUO

“Trip” logistic

-

Fernanda Psihas, Rob Fine, Justin Vasel (UEC

Meeting plannin

-

Breese Quinn (Congressional committees
Harvey Newman (Executive of ces

Developing materia

-

Michael Cooke (DOE) and some key members
of HEP community (usparticlephysics.org)
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Layout of Trip

2019 trip

A group of trip attendees is forme

-

UEC, USLUO, SLUA, experienced and new member

Training sessions are held to prepare attendees
about congressional process, meeting etiquette,
science communication, and material
Trip attendees schedule meeting

-

2021 “trip”

A special framework is used to assign of ces
to attendees based on connection

Attend the meeting

-

In-person: 3-4 days in D
Virtual: 1-2 weeks (based on 2021 experience)
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Washington-HEP
Integrated Planning System

-

Tracks attendees schedule and
connection
Tracks scheduling progress and
of ce informatio
Maintains records of meetings
and meeting reports over all
years
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Material
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The Advocacy Packet We deliver a clear and concise message

Material

We represent over 6000 scientists working on exciting scienc
As a community, we are well focused with a clear plan to achieve our
discovery potential: P5 repor
Science that we perform trains future innovators of the world both
in academia and beyond
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The Ask and Priorities
The U.S. particle physics community asks for your support in advancing
P5 priorities by passing FY 2022 appropriations that include:

At least $1180M for High Energy Physics within the
Department of Energy’s Office of Science
including at least $320M for core research
At least $10B for the National Science Foundation
This level of funding will provide support needed to advance world-leading scientific research, develop STEM
leaders, and make progress on construction and operations of new facilities and experiments. Specifically,
the funding request will support scientific researchers and students at universities and national laboratories
to advance experimental and theoretical research and accelerator and detector R&D to take advantage of
new and future science facilities and experiments. Core research funding is critically important not just for
new discoveries but also developing the next-generation workforce. This funding will also advance P5 priority
projects, operations of existing and recently completed large facilities, and completion of small and mediumsized projects. These new capabilities are needed to explore the nature of neutrinos, the Higgs boson, dark
matter, dark energy, and the yet-to-be discovered forces that govern the origin and evolution of our universe.

The funding level we are requesting is to advance
P5 priority projects, operations of existing and
recently completed large facilities, completion of
medium-sized projects. Core research funding is
critically important not only for new discoveries but
also developing the next-generation
workforce. Speci cally, funding will support
scienti c researchers and students and
universities and national laboratories.
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Top three priorities: Core research, HL-LHC, LBNF/Dune/PIP-II
Our achievements in physics and advances in projec
9
Looking forward: Theory, Experiment, AI, QIS, P5/Snowmass

Many applications of
expertise in our everyday life
New: PP community is helping
in ght against COVID-19
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Speci c examples of outreach and education: REU,
SULI, QuarkNet, Big Bang Science Fair
Stories of people with PhD in physic
contributing to medicine, manufacturing,
technology

FNAL Procurement and Grant Letters
Keti Kaadze
Fermilab Users Executive Committee
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
P.O. Box 500 - MS 220
Batavia, IL 60510
Phone: 785 320 9107
E-mail: ketino.kaadze@cern.ch

The Honorable Adam Kinzinger
United States House of Representatives
2245 Rayburn House Oﬃce Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

March 17, 2020

Dear Representative Kinzinger:
The DOE Oﬃce of Science and NSF Directorate for Mathematical and Physical Sciences (MPS) directly
support scientists, engineers, and students in all 50 States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico through
research grants to academic institutions and contracts to supporting industries. In fiscal year 2019, the Department
of Energy (DOE) Oﬃce of Science had a budget of $980 million for High Energy Physics, and the National
Science Foundation (NSF) had a budget of $8.075 billion.

Illinois State
• Argonne National Laboratory
• Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
• Illinois Institute of Technology
• Northern Illinois University
• Northwestern University
• University of Chicago
• University of Illinois at Chicago
• University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign

Institutions receiving DOE HEP grants during FY19

Please find below specific information about grants and contracts that were awarded by the DOE Oﬃce of Science
and NSF to institutions and businesses in your district during FY19 and preceding years.
Illinois’s 16th Congressional District
In the past 6 years, this district has been awarded:
• DOE Oﬃce of Science HEP research grants totaling:

$2,312,000

Grants to researchers in your district from the DOE Oﬃce of High Energy Physics

• DOE Oﬃce of Science contracts totaling:

$NA

Contracts with companies in your district, primarily related to the operation of DOE National Laboratories

• NSF MPS research grants totaling:

$5,728,568

Grants to researchers in your district from the NSF Directorate for Mathematical and Physical Sciences

Keti Kaadze
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Status of Advocacy

Keti Kaadze
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2021 Advocacy effort status
435 contacted → 298 scheduled/met (~69%
Packets delivered to 328 out of 537 of ces
(~61%)

Keti Kaadze

Very similar stats compare to last yea
Meetings over zoom longer and in
some cases more engagin
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Coverage and Status

Participation

73 Total Participant
34 Female Participants
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General Impressions from Of ces
Overall impressions were very positive. Congressional of ces show strong
support to funding for HEP.
They highly appreciate our reaching out to the Congress to update them
on progress and priorities of the eld. Material found very valuable

-

District speci c letters on DOE/NSF funding and FNAL procurement
Particle Physics makes difference in our everyday lif
STEM education, Fermilab VetTech and Visiting Faculty program
Very highly appreciated world-wide leadership of the U.S. in the el

The role of the DOE Of ce of Science in supporting fundamental
research, especially in the physical sciences, is unclear in some of ces. We
need to continue to work on this
Overall impact on the community from COVID
Keti Kaadze
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Appropriations sub-committee meetings
These high-impact meetings provide feedback on
our message and give insight into
the appropriations proces

-

-

Arranged by
Prof. Breese Quinn

Our organization is exemplary
in our advocacy! We are the
best at having a uni ed agenda
and clear communication (even
with a topic like HEP!
Multiple committees wanted to
hear more about new admin.’s
NSF priorities
Hard to sell NSF big number, more details could hel
To restore core research we need to emphasize and
make it is a priority and not a remainde
COVID impact on projects.
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Executive/Agency Meetings
Arranged by
Prof. Harvey Newman

The meetings were very positiv
EDI was discussed rather extensively with
both congressional of ces and OST

-

Step forward from us to develop a dedicate
brochure discussing stories from our community,
what do we do to promote and maintain inclusive
and diverse environmen

Better communicating return of investment
of fundamental science both to the Congress
and publi

-

OSTP: “We can never do too much on
clarifying this.”
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“Dear Colleague” Letters
During the “visits” we ask
of ces consider supporting
respective “Dear Colleague”
letter
A number of signatories
is a good source of
feedbac
House letters got less
signatures than last last 2y,
though still higher than for
FY1

-

Senate letters got similar
support as in past a few years
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DOE Of ce
of Science
Senate Letter

-

Keti Kaadze

DOE Of ce
of Science
House Letter

112 Signatures

NSF
House Letter

30 Signatures

NSF
Senate Letter

41 Signatures
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Following Up

…………………..

Keti Kaadze

…………………..
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Summary Of 2021Congressional “Visit”
Despite dif cult circumstances we were able to hold virtual advocacy
effort quite successfully

-

While scheduling of meetings was a bit more challenge, the length and engagement
during the meetings were sometimes better than in some in-person meetings

We want to build on our experience and improve preparatory step
(selection/training/etc.) of attendees for future advocacy
Preparation of material is an important step. We aim to address the
impressions from 2021 virtual “visit” for the following year
Major concern from FY22 process is major cuts for the LHC projects and
continued pressure on research
However, newest version of the reconciliation package is disappointing: ~$12B for
projects were eliminated. Work with the House and Senate is still ongoing with the
hope to restore the funding and provide more exibility for R&D funding.

.
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Thank you for your support to this effort!
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Additional Material
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Top three priorities: Core research, HL-LHC, LBNF/Dune/PIP-II
Our achievements in physics and advances in projec
Looking forward: Theory, Experiment, AI, QIS, P5/Snowmass
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How working as collaborations
and the interplay between
universities and labs is a key
for success of our eld
P5 timeline of all our project
The particle physics community is
committed to creating and sustaining
a diverse, equitable, and
inclusive environment and will
continue to take concrete steps
within our eld to increase awareness,
reduce bias, and eliminate inequities.
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The Packet

The As
Particle Physics: Building for Discover
Particle Physicists Deliver Discovery
Science Through Collaboratio
Particle Physics Makes a Difference in Your Lif
Particle Physics Builds STEP Leader
Particle Physicists Advance A
Particle Physics and QI
Particle Physics is Discovery Scienc
Particle
Particle
Physics inphysics
the US Mafaces speci c
Neutrino
challenges (large datasets, high
DUN
speed
data taking, harsh environment)
Cosmolog
that
needs innovative solutions, which
Dark Matte
further
feeds (LSST
to industry
Vera C. Rubin
Observatory
USLH
SLA
AI is used for years in HEP to
About Fermila
address
these
challenges: operate
Fermilab
Vet Tech
Program

complex machines, perform rapid
image processing, improve analysis of
particle collisions, etc.
Examples of collaboration with
industry and providing them
workforce experienced in AI
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The Packet

The As
Particle Physics: Building for Discover
Particle Physicists Deliver Discovery
Science Through Collaboratio
Particle Physics Makes a Difference in Your Lif
Particle Physics Builds STEP Leader
Particle Physicists Advance A
Particle Physics and QI
Particle Physics is Discovery Scienc
Particle
Physics in thePhysics
US Ma
Particle
and QIS are tightly
Neutrino
connected: Physicists bring ideas, technologies,
DUN
expertise to construct sophisticated, large-scale
Cosmolog
Dark Matte
instruments.
QIS offers solutions to our fundamental
Vera C. Rubin Observatory (LSST
problems
(interactions of quarks, brith & death of BH,
USLH
etc)
SLA
About Fermila
Fermilab
Vet TechPhysicists
Program
Particle
have constructed world’s

largest superconducting systems or
developed superconducting quantum sensors
to search for DM. Superconducting cavities
maintained qubits for world-record times (secs.)
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QIS Research centers already bene t from expertise
and workforce in our eld!
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Many applications of
expertise in our everyday life
New: PP community is
helping
in ght against
COVID-19
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Speci c examples of outreach
and education:
REU, SULI, QuarkNet, Big Bang Science Fair
Stories of people with PhD in physic
contributing to medicine, manufacturing,
technology
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Fermilab provides a great career
opportunity for veterans
(VetTech) to build and enhance
their technical and computing
career options through paid
summer internships
Visiting Faculty Program
(VFP) at Fermilab is great
opportunity for faculty and
students from community colleges
and 4-year teaching universities.

Keti Kaadze
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The Packet

The As
Particle Physics: Building for Discover
Particle Physicists Deliver Discovery
Science Through Collaboratio
Particle Physics Makes a Difference in Your Lif
Particle Physics Builds STEP Leader
Particle Physicists Advance A
Particle Physics and QI
Particle Physics is Discovery Scienc
Particle Physics in the US Ma
Neutrino
DUN
Cosmolog
Dark Matte
Vera C. Rubin Observatory (LSST
USLH
SLA
About Fermila
Fermilab Vet Tech Program

This is an introductory brochure that tells that we have a goal and a clear plan,
we work together and are united to achieve our big picture goal, our wor
has impact in everyday life
Other brochures are talking about all these aspects in more detail
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The Packet

The As
Particle Physics: Building for Discover
Particle Physicists Deliver Discovery
Science Through Collaboratio
Particle Physics Makes a Difference in Your Lif
Particle Physics Builds STEP Leader
Particle Physicists Advance A
Particle Physics and QI
Particle Physics is Discovery Scienc
Particle Physics in the US Ma
Neutrino
DUN
Cosmolog
Dark Matte
Vera C. Rubin Observatory (LSST
USLH
SLA
About Fermila
Fermilab Vet Tech Program

A list of more than 175 US Institution contributing to HEP researc
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The Packet

The As
Particle Physics: Building for Discover
Particle Physicists Deliver Discovery
Science Through Collaboratio
Particle Physics Makes a Difference in Your
Lif
Particle Physics Builds STEP Leader
Particle Physicists Advance A
Particle Physics and QI
Particle Physics is Discovery Scienc
Particle Physics in the US Ma
Neutrino
DUN
Cosmolog
Dark Matte
Vera C. Rubin Observatory
(LSST
USLH
SLA
About Fermila
Fermilab Vet Tech Program
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